DRILL PIPE CEMENT HEADS

FEATURES
• Single Plug capacity
• Durable 2-Start retractable pin
• Ideal for liner and inner string cementing
• Integral rotary swivel for rotating applications
• Designed for high pressure applications up to 10,000 PSI (68,950 kPa)
• Small bore is suitable for drill pipe cementing and liner wiper plugs
• Pick-up sub for handling and installing cement head
• Replaceable bottom sub

SIZES*
3 1/2" c/w API NC38 (3 1/2" IF) PIN
4 1/2" c/w API NC50 (4 1/2" IF) PIN

LIFT CAPACITY
250,000 lbs (113,398 kg) @ Maximum Operating Pressure
330,000 lbs (149,685 kg) @ 0 PSI/kPa

MANIFOLDS
Standard length is 18"†
2" 15,000 PSI hammer union manifold inlets

AVAILABLE OPTIONS
Rotary Collapsible Plug Pass Tattle Tale
Bottom sub with API or Premium threads

* Configuration can be converted from 3 1/2" to 4 1/2" by changing out lift and bottom sub.
† Custom manifold lengths are available.
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